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ACTS AND INTERMISSIONS

The entire play takes place in Grover's Corners, New Hampshire.

ACT I
The Daily Life
May 7, 1901

Intermission

ACT II
Love and Marriage
July 7, 1904

Intermission

ACT III
Concerning the Eternal
Summer, 1913 and Feb. 11, 1899
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CAST
[In Order of Appearance]

Stage Manager ................................................................. Anthony C. Casper
Dr. Gibbs .............................................................................. James B. Fisk
Joe Crowell ................................................................. Jeff Clevenger
Howie Newsome ................................................................. Randy Powell
Mrs. Gibbs ............................................................................ Lynnelle King
Mrs. Webb ................................................................. Allyn McCain Krueger
George Gibbs ........................................................................ Jeffrey Dean Lawrence
Rebecca Gibbs ................................................................. Julie Marchesini
Wally Webb ........................................................................ Robert Christensen
Emily Webb ........................................................................ Felicia Graybeal
Professor Willard ................................................................. James R. Oliviero
Mr. Webb ............................................................................. Kelly Melton
Audience Lady #1 ................................................................. Toni Marie Guffey
Audience Man ..................................................................... Flint Weisser
Audience Lady #2 ................................................................ Sharrie Rose
Simon Stimson ....................................................................... Isaac Perelson
Mrs. Soames ......................................................................... Jennifer Walters
Constable Warren ................................................................ Nick Garcia
Si Crowell ........................................................................... Chad Valentine
Baseball Players .................................................................... Flint Weisser, Dano Madden, Joe Bruce
Sam Craig ............................................................................ Randy Avenell
Joe Stoddard ......................................................................... Marc Malone
1st Dead Woman ................................................................. Kathleen McClure
2nd Dead Woman ................................................................. Rebecca Graham
1st Dead Man ....................................................................... Travis Mantha
2nd Dead Man ....................................................................... James R. Oliviero
Farmer McCarthy ..................................................................... Joe Bruce
Townspeople Of Grovers' Corners............................... Dano Madden, Kathleen McClure,
Rebecca Graham, Joe Bruce, Kathleen McClane,
Flint Weisser, Toni Marie Guffey,
Sarah Jorde, Travis Mantha, Sharrie Rose

AUTHOR'S NOTE

OUR TOWN is not offered as a picture of life in a New Hampshire village; or as a speculation about the conditions of life after death (that element I merely took from Dante's Purgatory). It is an attempt to find a value above all price for the smallest events in our daily life. I have made the claim as preposterous as possible, for I have set the village against the largest dimensions of time and place. The recurrent words in this play (few have noticed it) are "hundreds", "thousands", and "millions." Emily's joys and griefs, her algebra lessons and her birthday presents--what are they when we consider all the billions of girls who have lived, who are living, and who will live? Each individual's assertion to an absolute reality can only be inner, very inner.

THORNTON WILDER
COMING EVENTS

STUDENT DANCE CONCERT FALL '93
BEYOND THE BLACK CURTAIN
Dec. 3-4
BSU Special Events Center
8:00pm
Admission at door.

FALL SHOWCASE '93
Due to increased enrollments in the acting, directing and playwriting programs, the BSU Theatre Arts Department will, for the first time, present two entirely different "SHOWCASE" evenings in early December. Both will be sponsored by the Theatre Major's Association.

Dec. 8-11, 1993
DOWNhouse Theatre (9th and Borah)
8:00pm
Admission $3.00
Features original scenes and plays by playwriting students, direction by directing students, and acting by a company of student actors.

Dec. 9-11, 1993
Stage II, Morrison Center
8:00pm
Admission $3.00
Presenting works by students from the acting and directing classes.
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